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Questions and Answers following the Open House Presentation:

1. What is the difference between this study and other studies that have been performed?

a. This is a planning study looking at freight rail capacity now and in the future and what

mitigation measures or alternatives may be necessary to respond to future rail traffic

growth.

2. How will this affect the dollar amount of resources used to repair/build new/old roads? For

example, County Road 14 in Rochester?

a. Dedicated federal funds are available for rail line improvements and relocation. These

funds are separate from federal road construction funds.

3. During the Civil War, the right of way, who owned it, sold it, bought it?

a. The answer varies depending upon each right of way. The railroad bought some ROW to

help build towns. During the mid to late 19th century, the only way a town would

survive was if it was built along the railroad tracks. The town would donate the ROW to

help develop as well. Sometimes the ROW was gifted or purchased.

4. What is the ultimate goal of this study and for Rochester?

a. The goal of the study is to estimate what freight rail traffic is likely in the future and

then evaluate rail capacity necessary to accommodate that traffic.

5. Will you pick and choose which trains would go through Rochester or eliminate all train traffic?

a. Existing businesses in the City have freight rail service now and will need to continue to

receive rail service in the future. That will not change.

6. What is the width of the existing alignment?

a. The width of the existing rail corridor varies, and we are working to identify the width of

the corridor within the study area.

7. How will the passenger train impact this Study? Is there a connection with Study?

a. We will be looking at certain levels of passenger rail traffic within the existing corridor as

part of the train traffic scenarios that we are studying. Passenger rail is the subject of

another, separate study, but we will include an assumption of some passenger rail

traffic within the existing corridor as part of our capacity analysis.

8. Didn’t the 8th Circuit court rule the existing alignment was adequate to haul coal to Chicago?

a. Yes. The 8th Circuit Court gave its opinion related to the need for a bypass with the

addition of coal train traffic. We, however, are studying the need for freight rail capacity

generally and, if more capacity is needed, what alternatives are feasible and when

further study would be warranted.

9. How much does an acre of farm land cost?

a. The individual asking the question answered: $10,000.00/ acre.

10. What are the future levels of freight rail traffic anticipated? Do you have a long range idea?

a. We are working closely with CP and hope that they will release their forecast to be

included in the Study.

11. Thirty trains a day has been a number that has been tossed around a lot. How/where did you

come up with this number?
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a. The railroad provided 30 trains/day as the maximum number of trains. The minimum

number could be the existing 3-5 trains/day. Unless CP advises us to change the

number, the Study will continue to use 30 as well as evaluate other levels of freight

traffic.

12. We have had growth over the past 14 years. We will continue to grow. What is the plan for

economic and population growth?

a. The Study’s goal will be to provide information on the growth of rail traffic anticipated,

and what improvements, if any, may be needed to keep rail service and roads open

given various levels of rail traffic growth.

13. Will pedestrians continue to be safe with high speed trains in town?

a. Different scenarios will be evaluated to determine the additional actions needed to

keep rail crossings safe for everyone.

14. Regarding the airport and business park, will the Study consider the master plans for those areas?

a. Yes, those plans will be taken into account.

15. What will be done with the other track, taken away, keep?

a. The existing track within the study area would remain, either as a mainline or for local

service.

16. Regarding the 8th Circuit plaintiff, why didn’t they continue to fight?

a. Only the plaintiff and legal counsel for the plaintiff know why that decision was made.

17. What has Rochester done to protect citizens from the RR including when new buildings go up by

the RR? Why hasn’t the City done something about the zoning? The City has had an opportunity

to do 14 years of mitigation.

a. It is difficult to re-zone without creating liability for the City. Zoning was already in place.


